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Expect more.
Copernicus Educational Products is a leading North American designer and manufacturer of 
innovative early childhood classroom furniture and technology support solutions.
We design and build a wide range of classroom solutions from sound foundations; ensuring 
that mobility, durability, flexibility and affordability are evident in all we do. Our products are 
developed and tested with teachers in real classroom environments, to ensure they have real 
purpose in the real world. It’s that simple.
For 2023, we are excited to release our new line of early childhood bamboo 
products for the classroom. They are designed with sustainability in mind.
Expect products that deliver more.
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Durable
Industrial strength materials are used to build all our products, and 
they are tested for durability in real school environments. We’ve put 
our products through some rigorous - and unusual! - strength tests. 
Check it out on our YouTube channel.

Flexible
Our products are Real Classroom Ready. 
These days, classrooms are indoors, outdoors and at home, and more 
than ever, the products that support learning need to be flexible.

http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM7PCTWSG3sANUKRfVlrCsg
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2022 Social & Environmental 
Responsibility Highlights

65% 
of funds go towards environmental 
conservation initiatives

10% 

of funds go towards community 
initiatives

25% 
of funds go towards kindergarten 
to grade 8 environmental education 
initiatives

We are giving 1% of our annual 
revenue at a minimum in these areas:

Every facet of our Giving Strategy, whether it be our commitment 
to the environmental education of children, land protection 
initiatives, or our company-wide Employee Volunteer Program, 
is a representation of our people and what we value.
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Supporting Teachers
This year we have donated over 
290 products and supplies to teachers 
in need across North America.

Land Conservation
To date, we have protected 1430 
acres of wilderness land containing 
provincially significant wetlands 
including a 188-acre property that 
hasn’t been logged in over 70 years. 

This year, we donated above and 
beyond our typical contribution 
to the Nature Conservancy of 
Canada to support their new Boreal 
Wildlands Project which will protect 
approximately 2000 acres.

http://www.natureconservancy.ca/en/
http://www.natureconservancy.ca/en/


B Corps are for-profit companies, certified by the nonprofit B Lab® that meet 
rigorous standards of social and environmental performance, accountability 
and transparency. 
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Trees for Schools Program
In 2022 we donated 5000 tree 
seedlings and 2000 wildflower seed 
packs to Southwestern Ontario 
elementary schools in celebration 
of Earth Day.

Plastic Packaging Removal
We have removed more than 90% of 
the plastic in our packaging and are 
working to eliminate the rest by the end 
of this year. We did not hit our original 
target of summer 2021 for this goal, but 
are continuing to test several options to 
get us there.

Carbon Offsets
The cost of offsets increased substantially in 
2022, so unfortunately, our budget did not go 
as far this year. We purchased over 3000 offsets 
which helped us offset approximately 46% of 
our carbon emissions. Our goal is to be carbon 
neutral by 2025, primarily by reducing our 
emissions and offsetting what we cannot.

Photography by Greg McCraken. Mapleton ECB.

http://www.copernicused.com/b-corp
http://www.copernicused.com/treesforschools


Lifetime Warranty coverage included on almost everything we make!
As a manufacturing company, we appreciate you choosing Copernicus. It is important to us that you’re happy with your 
purchase. If you have any problems or questions, just give us a call or email us and we will do our best to help you!

About our Warranty
We hope you never need to make a warranty claim, but if you do, we promise to explore every way possible to quickly fix it. 
It’s that simple. We also offer free replacement parts upon request.*

Whiteboard Replacement Parts Program
Have a well-used whiteboard that needs replacing?
Rather than sending your easel to the landfill, we now sell replacement whiteboards at a heavily reduced cost for all of our 
easels. So, when the time comes to retire your whiteboard, we’ll help get your easel back up and running in no time—it’s a 
win-win for your classroom and for the environment.
Contact us about our Repair Parts Program. Parts on most of our products are usually free.

Lifetime Warranty
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No need for the landfill!  
3 ways to revitalize your Copernicus products:

Find out more 
information on 

product lifecycles.

1. Repair
 Contact us for parts; our lifetime warranty covers just  
 about everything.
2. Reuse
 Can someone else use this, or could a shop or STEM class  
 use some parts?
3. Recycle
 Contact us to double check which parts can be recycled,
 and don’t forget to check your local recycling guidelines! 
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*There are exceptions to our Lifetime Warranty coverage . The whiteboards on our teaching easels carry a 5-year warranty. 
Electrical components carry a 1-year warranty. Our product warranty is valid when used under proper application in a 
classroom, daycare or library.

http://www.copernicused.com/lifetime-warranty
http://www.copernicused.com/lifetime-warranty
http://www.copernicused.com/lifetime-warranty
http://www.copernicused.com/repair
http://www.copernicused.com/lifetime-warranty
http://www.copernicused.com/lifetime-warranty


Copernicus Thank You Program 
Educators, you have faced challenges like never before. 
To show our appreciation, every month we’re giving 
away supplies you need, or a contribution to your 
Donor’s Choose project—your choice! Sign up here!

The Idea Lab
We thank our Idea Lab Educator Advisors for their 
unwavering support and guidance over the past year. 
You’ve helped us develop and test our new products 
under unusual circumstances, ensuring they are ready 
for classrooms, wherever they may be.

Join our team of educators! Participate in testing and 
evaluating new products, or simply provide feedback 
from time to time. While you’re at it, earn credits for 
everything you do that can be used towards outfitting 
your school with Copernicus products. Learn more here.

Meet our newest member of the Idea Lab: 
Tony Cushman
Tony teaches Grade 3 at Rolph Road Elementary School, 
for the Toronto District School Board. He enjoys 
designing cross-curricular projects where students 
integrate technology and the arts to promote positive 
change in their school community.

Tony is currently working on launching a live-streamed 
student news broadcast at his elementary school. 
His students recently interviewed Copernicus President 
Kaylyn Belcourt and Industrial Designer Joshua Wood in 
the school’s production studio!
 

You are awesome. 
You make 
a difference. 
We thank you.

Idea Lab brainstorming session at Copernicus HQ
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Tony Cushman - 
Idea Lab member 

http://www.copernicused.com/thankyou
http://www.copernicused.com/idea-lab


Voices from 
the classroom
Educator perspectives.
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“I love the deluxe chart
stand. I needed an easel
with a small footprint and
this fits the bill perfectly!”

“The whiteboards
being on an angle
is a great feature
because the kids
can really practice
their hand writing...”

“The Double Sided Art Easel is great because everything 
is at the student’s level so they can be completely 
independent from start to finish...”

“I’ve had the easel for so long 
I cannot even remember. 
Likely going on 8-10 years. 
It is still in great shape!”

See full quote (page 30)

See full quote (page 33)See full quote (page 27)

See full quote (page 32)
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Bamboo: 
Strong, durable and 
beautiful, naturally.
The planet is in a climate 
crisis, so reducing the 
environmental impact of 
our products is crucial.

We’re growing our line of bamboo
products to include more easels and carts!

These products are a more sustainable
choice than metal models because they
have a smaller carbon footprint.

Bamboo is a renewable resource that
grows quickly and sequesters carbon,
unlike metal which produces carbon. 

What does ‘sequesters carbon’ mean?

Carbon sequestration is the capturing, 
removal and storage of carbon dioxide (CO2) 
from the earth’s atmosphere. It’s recognised 
as a key method for removing carbon from 
the earth’s atmosphere.
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Our Bamboo Book Browser Cart (BB006)
produces 32% less carbon than the metal
equivilant (BB005).

This means 12.48 kg of CO2e is saved
every time a BB006 is purchased over a
BB005, which is equivalent to saving
31miles or 49.9 km driving an average
gasoline passenger vehicle.

By making our products from more
sustainable materials, like bamboo,
we are contributing to the United 
Nation’s Sustainable Development 
Goal #12, called Responsible Consumption
and Production Patterns.

In 2022, we donated $4,048 to the WWF 
on behalf of all educators that bought 
a bamboo product.

© 1986 Panda symbol WWF-World Wide Fund 
For Nature (also known as World Wildlife Fund).
® “WWF” is a WWF Registered Trademark
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https://sdgs.un.org/goals
https://sdgs.un.org/goals
https://sdgs.un.org/goals
https://wwf.ca/


Bamboo or metal? 
Trends in education

• Many schools are trying to make more green choices; bamboo is a 
 more sustainable material than metal, with a smaller carbon footprint.

• Natural-looking colors and materials are being used to create 
 calming learning environments. 

• Our bamboo products coordinate with neutral design aesthetics 
 and popular wood furniture.

Bamboo Facts

•  Bamboo, unlike wood, does not die after it
 has been harvested. It is a species of grass that
 continually propagates through rhizomes. 

•  Bamboo grows back from its stump and is 
 extremely fast growing, up to 3 ft or 1 meter 
 a day. 

•  Bamboo can be harvested every 4-5 years, 
 compared to over 50 years for teak, 
 for example.
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Durable
Designed and built to withstand 

daily life in the classroom. 
Our products have a 

lifetime warranty.

Mobile
Our products can be moved 

around the classroom wherever 
learning takes place.

Flexible
With loads of teacher-driven 
features, our line of bamboo 
products offers a solution for 

every classroom.
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How does bamboo compare to wood or metal?

•  Bamboo ranks highest for resistance to denting and
 wear—above Hard Maple, White Oak and Teak. 

•  Bamboo is a renewable resource that grows quickly
 and sequesters carbon, unlike metal which
 produces carbon. 

•  Bamboo has a higher tensile strength than metal. 
 This means that if you pull on a piece of bamboo and
 a piece of metal, it will take more force to break 
 the bamboo. 

•  Bamboo is easy to care for; just wipe down
 with soap and water.



25%
less carbon than its metal alternative!

The bamboo version has 

Bamboo vs Metal Chart Stand 
carbon footprint, including packaging 

and end of life

Our bamboo supplier is 
Business Social Compliance 

Initiative (BSCI) certified. 
This ensures that they

uphold workers’ standards 
and environmentally 

responsible processes.
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Bamboo has a higher 
tensile strength than metal. 

This means that if you 
pull on a piece of 

bamboo and a piece of 
metal, it will take more 

force to break the 
bamboo.

Bamboo is extremely 
fast growing, up to

3 ft or 1 meter a day.



Meet our Family of Bamboo Furniture 

Bamboo Royal® Reading 
Writing Center

Double Sided Bamboo 
Teaching Easel

Bamboo Double Sided Art Center Bamboo Deluxe Chart Stand

Single Sided Bamboo 
Teaching Easel

Bamboo Early Learning
Station

NEW!

NEW!

11

 Approximately 38% less
carbon compared to our 

metal option.

 Approximately 34% less 
carbon compared to our 

metal option.

This easel produces approximately 
5% less carbon compared to our 

metal option.

This chart stand produces 
approximately 26% less carbon 
compared to our metal option.

This painting easel has a 
lower carbon footprint and 
is made from a renewable 

resource.

This easel produces 
approximately 35% less carbon 
compared to our metal option 

(Classic Royal Reading 
Writing Center).

http://www.copernicused.com/product/be005/bamboo-royal-reading-writing-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/be005/bamboo-royal-reading-writing-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/be1/double-sided-bamboo-teaching-easel
http://www.copernicused.com/product/be1/double-sided-bamboo-teaching-easel
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bpc01/bamboo-double-sided-art-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/cs701/bamboo%20deluxe%20chart%20stand/cs701
http://www.copernicused.com/product/be2/single-sided-bamboo-teaching-easel
http://www.copernicused.com/product/be2/single-sided-bamboo-teaching-easel
http://www.copernicused.com/product/els2/bamboo%20early%20learning%20station/els2
http://www.copernicused.com/product/els2/bamboo%20early%20learning%20station/els2


Bamboo Book Browser Cart 
with 9 Tubs

Bamboo Book Display Rack Bamboo Shelving Unit Bamboo Sensory Table 

Small Bamboo Book Browser Cart
with 6 Tubs

NEW! NEW! NEW!
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This cart produces approximately 
35% less carbon compared to our 

metal option, plus it’s made from a 
renewable material.

This cart produces approximately 
43% less carbon compared to our 

metal option.

This display rack has a lower 
carbon footprint and is made 
from a renewable resource.

This shelving unit has a lower 
carbon footprint and is made from 

a renewable resource.

This sensory table has a lower 
carbon footprint and is made from 

a renewable resource.

Our finish is a nitrocellulose lacquer. Lacquers are a popular finish type for furniture, 
and the preferred choice of professional furniture makers. Lacquers provide a clear, 
durable, and water-resistant finish that protects the base material while also 
enhancing its appearance.

Bamboo has a higher tensile strength than metal. This means that if you pull on a
piece of bamboo and a piece of metal, it will take more force to break the bamboo.

http://www.copernicused.com/product/bb006-9/bamboo%20book%20browser%20cart%20with%20nine%20tubs/bb006-9
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bb006-9/bamboo%20book%20browser%20cart%20with%20nine%20tubs/bb006-9
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bbd01/bamboo-book-display-rack
http://www.copernicused.com/products/storage/bamboo-storage
http://www.copernicused.com/products/childhood/new-early-childhood
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bb007-6/small%20bamboo%20book%20browser%20cart%20with%20six%20tubsbb007-6
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bb007-6/small%20bamboo%20book%20browser%20cart%20with%20six%20tubsbb007-6


NEW! Bamboo Royal® Reading Writing Center (BE005)
This bamboo version of our award-winning Royal® Reading Writing
Center has the same unique features to help you teach more efficiently
while engaging your students. This easels features make it an essential 
teaching tool. It combines a chart stand, storage for books and 
materials, dry erase surfaces and a bookledge for story time.

Single Sided Bamboo Teaching Easel (BE2)
This easel reflects the same aesthetic as the Double Sided Bamboo Teaching Easel, 
but is a lower price point. It has 1 whiteboard and no middle shelf.  

Bamboo Early Learning Station (ELS2-S / ELS2-VM)
With multiple activity-based features, the Early Learning Station is perfect 
for preschool to grade 1 classes. The station provides teachers with quick 
set-up and the ability to change lessons when needed. It includes roll-up 
felt for creative play.

Bamboo Easels

Double Sided Bamboo 
Teaching Easel (BE1)
With 100% Recycled 

Black Plastic Tubs (BE1-RCY)

Bamboo Royal® Reading Writing Center
(BE005)

“I couldn’t resist the beautiful natural colors 
of this easel, and I highly recommend it to 
any teacher who is looking to create a calm 
classroom environment. I’ve had my Bamboo 
Teaching Easel for 3 years, and it’s amazing 
durability keeps it looking new, year after year.”
- Laura Santos, Third grade teacher, Blogger, California 

Our most
sustainable choice.

NEW!
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 Approximately 38% less 
carbon compared to our 

metal option.

This easel produces approximately 
35% less carbon compared to our 

metal option (Classic Royal Reading 
Writing Center).

Bamboo Deluxe Chart Stand (CS701-S / CS701-VM)
This multi-purpose chart stand can hang both chart paper and pocket charts along 
with the ability to adjust the height of the whiteboard. The double-sided magnetic 
dry-erase stand is a valuable tool for group and independent activities.
(pocket chart not included).

Double Sided Bamboo Teaching Easel (BE1 / BE1-RCY)
This easel was designed to bring natural elements 
into the classroom and is ideal for neutral or early 
year environments. Also available with 100% recycled 
post-consumer plastic tubs (BE1-RCY).

http://www.copernicused.com/product/be005/bamboo-royal-reading-writing-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/be2/single-sided-bamboo-teaching-easel
http://www.copernicused.com/product/els2/bamboo%20early%20learning%20station/els2
http://www.copernicused.com/product/be1/double-sided-bamboo-teaching-easel
http://www.copernicused.com/product/be1/double-sided-bamboo-teaching-easel
http://www.copernicused.com/product/be1-rcy/double%20sided%20bamboo%20teaching%20easel%20100%20percent%20recycled%20plastic%20tubs/be1-rcy
http://www.copernicused.com/product/be1-rcy/double%20sided%20bamboo%20teaching%20easel%20100%20percent%20recycled%20plastic%20tubs/be1-rcy
http://www.copernicused.com/product/be005/bamboo-royal-reading-writing-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/be005/bamboo-royal-reading-writing-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/cs701/bamboo%20deluxe%20chart%20stand/cs701
http://www.copernicused.com/product/be1-rcy/double%20sided%20bamboo%20teaching%20easel%20100%20percent%20recycled%20plastic%20tubs/be1-rcy


Single Sided Bamboo 
Teaching Easel (BE2)

Bamboo Early Learning 
Station (ELS2 / ELS2-VM)

Bamboo Deluxe Chart Stand
Station (CS701-S / CS701-VM)
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 Approximately 34% less 
carbon compared to our 

metal option.

This easel produces approximately 
5% less carbon compared to our 

metal option.

This chart stand produces 
approximately 26% less carbon 
compared to our metal option.

Our finish is a nitrocellulose lacquer. Lacquers 
are a popular finish type for furniture, and the 
preferred choice of professional furniture makers. 
Lacquers provide a clear, durable, and 
water-resistant finish, that protects the base 
material while also enhancing its appearance.

Bamboo has a higher tensile strength than
metal. This means that if you pull on a piece of
bamboo and a piece of metal, it will take more
force to break the bamboo.

http://www.copernicused.com/product/be2/single-sided-bamboo-teaching-easel
http://www.copernicused.com/product/be2/single-sided-bamboo-teaching-easel
http://www.copernicused.com/product/els2/bamboo%20early%20learning%20station/els2
http://www.copernicused.com/product/cs701/bamboo%20deluxe%20chart%20stand/cs701
http://www.copernicused.com/product/cs701/bamboo%20deluxe%20chart%20stand/cs701


Bamboo Storage  
Book Browser Carts
Our bamboo carts are a more sustainable choice than metal models because they 
have a smaller carbon footprint. Bamboo is a renewable resource that grows quickly 
and sequesters carbon, unlike metal, which produces carbon.

This cart has a natural aesthetic better suited for neutral and early childhood 
environments. It can be used as a mobile in-class library, for leveled reading 
programs, or for makerspace materials and tools. These carts are the ideal height
for students and teachers to easily view and choose a book.

The tubs can be removed from the cart and are available in many different 
color combinations.

Vibrant warm tub combo 
(BB006-9-VW)

100% recycled post-consumer 
plastic tub combo (BB006-9-RCY)

Sage tubs 
(BB006-9-S)

Vibrant cool tub combo 
(BB006-9-VC)

See our free teacher resources to help with lessons about sustainable manufacturing.

Overall, our bamboo models with 9 tubs (BB006)
produce 35% less carbon than their metal 
alternatives (BB005).

Our most sustainable choice. This cart produces 
approximately 54% less carbon compared to our 

metal option with regular tubs.
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These carts produce approximately 35% less carbon compared to our metal options. 

Our finish is a nitrocellulose lacquer. Lacquers are a popular finish type 
for furniture, and the preferred choice of professional furniture makers. 
Lacquers provide a clear, durable, and water-resistant finish, that protects 
the base material while also enhancing its appearance.

http://www.copernicused.com/product/bb006-9/bamboo%20book%20browser%20cart%20with%20nine%20tubs/bb006-9
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bb006-9/bamboo%20book%20browser%20cart%20with%20nine%20tubs/bb006-9
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bb006-9-rcy/bamboo%20book%20browser%20cart%20with%20recycled%20tubs/bb006-9-rcy
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bb006-9-rcy/bamboo%20book%20browser%20cart%20with%20recycled%20tubs/bb006-9-rcy
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bb006-9/bamboo%20book%20browser%20cart%20with%20nine%20tubs/bb006-9
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bb006-9/bamboo%20book%20browser%20cart%20with%20nine%20tubs/bb006-9
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bb006-9/bamboo%20book%20browser%20cart%20with%20nine%20tubs/bb006-9
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bb006-9/bamboo%20book%20browser%20cart%20with%20nine%20tubs/bb006-9


Vibrant tub combo 
(BB006-9-VM)

Vibrant warm tub combo 
(BB007-6-VW)

Vibrant cool tub combo 
(BB007-6-VC)

Vibrant tub combo 
(BB007-6-VM)

Sage tubs 
(BB007-6-S)
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These carts produce approximately 43% less carbon compared to our metal options.

Bamboo has a higher tensile strength
than metal. This means that if you pull
on a piece of bamboo and a piece of
metal, it will take more force to
break the bamboo.

Optional lids allow for the tubs to be stacked and helps keep 
things tidy.  The hinge eliminates the need to remove the lid 
when accessing materials inside, so no missing lids!

http://www.copernicused.com/product/bb006-9/bamboo%20book%20browser%20cart%20with%20nine%20tubs/bb006-9
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bb006-9/bamboo%20book%20browser%20cart%20with%20nine%20tubs/bb006-9
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bb007-6/small%20bamboo%20book%20browser%20cart%20with%20six%20tubsbb007-6
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bb007-6/small%20bamboo%20book%20browser%20cart%20with%20six%20tubsbb007-6
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bb007-6/small%20bamboo%20book%20browser%20cart%20with%20six%20tubsbb007-6
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bb007-6/small%20bamboo%20book%20browser%20cart%20with%20six%20tubsbb007-6
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bb007-6/small%20bamboo%20book%20browser%20cart%20with%20six%20tubsbb007-6
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bb007-6/small%20bamboo%20book%20browser%20cart%20with%20six%20tubsbb007-6
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bb007-6/small%20bamboo%20book%20browser%20cart%20with%20six%20tubsbb007-6
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bb007-6/small%20bamboo%20book%20browser%20cart%20with%20six%20tubsbb007-6


Bamboo Shelving Unit (BAM1 / BAM1-VM / BAM1-S / BAM1-C)
With 3 shelves for storage and 6 tubs, the Bamboo Shelving 
Unit is at the ideal height for early childhood students and
educators to access toys, books and other supplies. Tub lids
sold seperately.

•  Available in multiple tub color configurations.
•  All options include a bamboo back panel that can be easily 
   removed if desired.

Bamboo Book Display Rack (BBD01)
The Bamboo Book Display Rack has a natural aesthetic better 
suited than metal for neutral and early childhood environments. 
With 3 tiers for books and the ability to place it on a tabletop or 
the floor, this Bamboo Book Display Rack is at the ideal height for 
early childhood students to easily view and choose a book.

Bamboo Storage

Bamboo Book Display Rack (BBD01) Bamboo Shelving Unit (BAM1 / BAM1-VM / BAM1-S / BAM1-C)

ECE NEW!
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These storage options have a lower carbon footprint than metal alternatives and are made from a renewable resource.

http://www.copernicused.com/products/search/bam1
https://www.copernicused.com/product/bam1-vm/bamboo-shelving-unit-vibrant-mixed-tub-combo
https://www.copernicused.com/product/bam1-s/bamboo-shelving-unit-with-sage-tubs
https://www.copernicused.com/product/bam1-c/bamboo-shelving-unit-with-clear-tubs
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bbd01/bamboo-book-display-rack
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bbd01/bamboo-book-display-rack
http://www.copernicused.com/products/search/bam1


Optional lids allow for the tubs to be stacked 
and helps keep things tidy.  The hinge 

eliminates the need to remove the lid when 
accessing materials inside, so no missing lids!
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Our finish is a nitrocellulose lacquer. Lacquers are 
a popular finish type for furniture, and the preferred 
choice of professional furniture makers. Lacquers provide 
a clear, durable, and water-resistant finish, that protects the 
base material while also enhancing its appearance.

Bamboo has a higher tensile strength than metal. This means 
that if you pull on a piece of bamboo and a piece of metal, it 
will take more force to break the bamboo.

http://www.copernicused.com/products/lids


Bamboo Sensory Table (SST01-S/SST01-C/SST01-VM) 
Bamboo Sensory Table with Construction Brick Tabletop 
(SST02-S/SST02-C/SST02-VM)
Children learn about the world through direct sensory experiences,
and the Bamboo Sensory Table is the perfect learning center
for building fine motor, cognitive and self-regulation skills.
With 2 height settings upon assembly (toddler or primary),
it can accommodate a variety of early childhood and pre-k
classroom environments. It includes 4 tubs (2 with lids), and the 
choice of either a Bamboo or a construction brick tabletop option. 

•  This sensory table is compatible with leading plastic
   construction brick brands, including Lego® bricks.

Bamboo Sensory TableECE NEW!

Models with 
bamboo
tabletop

Models with
construction

brick tabletop

SST01-VM
SST01-S
SST01-C

SST02-VM
SST02-S
SST02-C

Shown with plastic construction brick surface
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Bamboo Sensory Table Bamboo Sensory Table with 
Construction Brick Tabletop

Our finish is a nitrocellulose lacquer. Lacquers are a popular 
finish type for furniture, and the preferred choice of professional 
furniture makers. Lacquers provide a clear, durable, and 
water-resistant finish, that protects the base material while 
also enhancing its appearance.

Bamboo has a higher tensile strength than metal. This means 
that if you pull on a piece of bamboo and a piece of metal, it will
take more force to break the bamboo.

http://www.copernicused.com/product/sst01-s/bamboo-sensory-table-with-sage-tubs
http://www.copernicused.com/product/sst01-s/bamboo-sensory-table-with-sage-tubs
http://www.copernicused.com/product/sst01-vm/bamboo-sensory-table-with-vibrant-mixed-tub-combo
http://www.copernicused.com/product/sst02-s/bamboo-sensory-and-construction-bricks-table-with-sage-tubs
http://www.copernicused.com/product/sst02-c/bamboo-sensory-and-construction-bricks-table-with-clear-tubs
http://www.copernicused.com/product/sst02-vm/bamboo-sensory-construction-bricks-table-with-vibrant-mixed-tub-combo
http://www.copernicused.com/product/sst01-vm/bamboo-sensory-table-with-vibrant-mixed-tub-combo
http://www.copernicused.com/product/sst01-s/bamboo-sensory-table-with-sage-tubs
http://www.copernicused.com/product/sst01-c/bamboo-sensory-table-with-clear-tubs
http://www.copernicused.com/product/sst02-vm/bamboo-sensory-construction-bricks-table-with-vibrant-mixed-tub-combo
http://www.copernicused.com/product/sst02-s/bamboo-sensory-and-construction-bricks-table-with-sage-tubs
http://www.copernicused.com/product/sst02-c/bamboo-sensory-and-construction-bricks-table-with-clear-tubs


Bamboo Double Sided Art Center BPC01
Bamboo Double Sided Painting Easel (easel only) BPC02
Bamboo Drying Rack (rack only) BPC-DR
The Bamboo Double Sided Art Center is a collaborative and creative sensory 
station–a perfect addition to primary classrooms. With 2 dry-erase painting 
surfaces, plenty of storage, 5 drying racks, removable paint trays and spill-proof 
caps, keeping things clean and tidy is a cinch. This flexible Art Center can also be 
used as 2 standalone items: a tabletop or floor easel and a drying station!

Bamboo Double Sided Art CenterECE NEW!

Easel only (BPC02)

Drying rack only (BPC-DR)

Bamboo Double Sided Art Center
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A more sustainable choice
than our metal option.

Our finish is a nitrocellulose lacquer. Lacquers are a popular 
finish type for furniture, and the preferred choice of professional 
furniture makers. Lacquers provide a clear, durable, and 
water-resistant finish, that protects the base material while 
also enhancing its appearance.

Bamboo has a higher tensile strength than metal. This means 
that if you pull on a piece of bamboo and a piece of metal, it will
take more force to break the bamboo.

http://www.copernicused.com/product/bpc01/bamboo-double-sided-art-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bpc02/bamboo-double-sided-painting-easel
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bpc-dr/bamboo-drying-rack
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bpc02/bamboo-double-sided-painting-easel
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bpc-dr/bamboo-drying-rack


Metal Easels
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It makes us happy when we hear teachers refer to our easels as
“The Command Central of the Classroom”. In conjunction with our 
Idea Lab Educator Advisory Team, we’ve loaded these easels up with 
teacher-driven features that work all day long in classrooms around 
the world; rounding up materials, fostering collaboration, and 
communication, displaying daily lessons and schedules - all in one 
compact footprint.
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Pick your metal easel in 3 easy steps 
How is the easel used? 
Within a classroom, 
throughout a school 
or outdoors?

Primary Grades
Single classroom use with
multi-purpose storage

1 2 3
What is the grade level? 
Primary grades or early 
childhood?

What kind of storage 
is needed? Storage for 
manipulatives 
or books? 

Primary Grades
Single classroom use
with optimal storage

All Grade Levels
Outdoor classrooms

Standard Royal 
Inspiration Station

(IS2) 

Classic Royal®
Reading Writing
Center (RC005)

2-in-1 Royal Teaching
Easel with Portable 

Whiteboard (RC2IN1)

Regal™ Reading
Writing Center

(RC107)

Basic Reading
Writing Center

(RC201)

Royal® Reading
Writing Center

(RC105)

Premium Royal 
Inspiration Station

(IS3) 

Premium Royal®
Reading Writing
Center(RC200)

Outdoor/Indoor
Learning Center

(OLC1)

Outdoor Deluxe
Chart Stand
(CS700-EXT)

Pack and Go 
Whiteboard Easel

(PGW01)
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http://www.copernicused.com/product/is2/standard-royal-inspiration-station
http://www.copernicused.com/product/is2/standard-royal-inspiration-station
http://www.copernicused.com/product/rc005/classic-royal-reading-writing-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/rc005/classic-royal-reading-writing-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/rc005/classic-royal-reading-writing-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/rc2in1/2-in-1%20royal%20teaching%20easel%20with%20portable%20whiteboard/rc2in1
http://www.copernicused.com/product/rc2in1/2-in-1%20royal%20teaching%20easel%20with%20portable%20whiteboard/rc2in1
http://www.copernicused.com/product/rc2in1/2-in-1%20royal%20teaching%20easel%20with%20portable%20whiteboard/rc2in1
http://www.copernicused.com/product/rc107/regal-reading-writing-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/rc107/regal-reading-writing-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/rc201/basic-reading-writing-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/rc201/basic-reading-writing-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/rc105/royal-reading-writing-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/rc105/royal-reading-writing-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/is3/premium-royal-inspiration-station
http://www.copernicused.com/product/is3/premium-royal-inspiration-station
http://www.copernicused.com/product/rc200/premium-royal-reading-writing-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/rc200/premium-royal-reading-writing-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/rc200/premium-royal-reading-writing-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/olc1/outdoor-indoor-learning-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/olc1/outdoor-indoor-learning-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/cs700-ext/outdoor-deluxe-chart-stand
http://www.copernicused.com/product/cs700-ext/outdoor-deluxe-chart-stand
http://www.copernicused.com/product/pgw01/pack-and-go-whiteboard-easel
http://www.copernicused.com/product/pgw01/pack-and-go-whiteboard-easel


All Grade Levels
Indoor classrooms

Early Childhood
Single classroom use

Early Childhood
Painting easels

Deluxe Chart
Stand (CS700)

Basic Chart
Stand (BCS1)

Teacher Trolley
(LLS100)

Tabletop Easel
(TTE100)

Early Learning
Station (ELS1)

Primary 
Teaching Easel

(PTE78)

Double Sided 
Art Easel (PDR11)

Double Sided
Art Easel Base

Model (PDR05)

Whiteboard Replacement Parts Program 
Have a well-used whiteboard that needs 
replacing? Rather than sending your easel 
to the landfill, we now sell replacement 
whiteboards at a heavily reduced cost for 
all of our easels. Learn more here.

Real & Ready Blog
Stories from the classroom
Get quick tips, free resources and more!

For a more sustainable 
options, check out our 
bamboo versions on 
page 17

NEW!
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http://www.copernicused.com/product/cs700/deluxe-chart-stand
http://www.copernicused.com/product/cs700/deluxe-chart-stand
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bcs1/basic-chart-stand
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bcs1/basic-chart-stand
http://www.copernicused.com/product/lls100/leveled-literacy-system-teacher-trolley
http://www.copernicused.com/product/tte100/tabletop-easel
http://www.copernicused.com/product/els1/early-learning-station
http://www.copernicused.com/product/els1/early-learning-station
http://www.copernicused.com/product/pte78/primary-teaching-easel
http://www.copernicused.com/product/pte78/primary-teaching-easel
http://www.copernicused.com/product/pdr11/double-sided-art-easel
http://www.copernicused.com/product/pdr11/double-sided-art-easel
http://www.copernicused.com/product/pdr05/double-sided-art-easel-base-model
http://www.copernicused.com/product/pdr05/double-sided-art-easel-base-model
http://www.copernicused.com/product/pdr05/double-sided-art-easel-base-model
http://www.copernicused.com/lifetime-warranty
http://www.copernicused.com/realandreadystories
https://www.copernicused.com/lifetime-warranty
http://www.copernicused.com/realandreadystories


NEW Vibrant tub color combo and 
made with 25% recycled plastic.

Snap-on chart paper hooks
The hooks keep the paper on when 

bumped, flips paper easily and hangs 
a variety of sizes.

Removable whiteboard
Many of our easels include whiteboards that can 
be removed from the easel and used wherever 

needed, including outdoors.
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A uniquely designed Big Book rack 
holds books firmly in place.

Ultra-Safe premium book ledge with rounded
corners locks into position so it stays put.

Royal® Reading 
Writing Centers
Designed with teacher-driven features and built to last, our easels make classroom organization 
easier, foster collaboration and communication, and are handy for displaying daily lessons and 
schedules—all in one compact footprint.

All slide out tubs have safety stops. 

A note about our book ledges and 
Polyvinyl chloride (PVC):

Our book ledge used to contain 
environmentally-harmful Polyvinyl 

chloride (PVC). It is a work in progress, 
but we have nearly reached our goal of 
removing all PVC from our product line.

Many of our tubs are now available 
with a transparent hinged lid.

All easels have locking casters and some 
have foot-activated brakes.

Products shown in this classroom: 2-in-1 Royal Teaching Easel 
with Portable Whiteboard (RC2IN1), Book Browser Cart with deluxe 
tub pack (BB005-DTP) different tub color and size options available, 
Portable True HEPA Air Purifier (AIR1) and our Tabletop Easel (TTE100).
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http://www.copernicused.com/product/rc2in1/2-in-1%20royal%20teaching%20easel%20with%20portable%20whiteboard/rc2in1
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bb005-dtp/book%20browser%20cart%20with%20deluxe%20tub%20pack/bb005-dtp
http://www.copernicused.com/product/tte100/tabletop-easel
http://www.youtube.com/embed/Q03JagCuyOo


Royal® Reading
Writing Centers 

Premium Reading Writing Center 
(RC200 - shown RC200-VM)
This easel is the ultimate in storage with 10 slide-out 
storage tubs, 8 Tiny Tubs for smaller items, 3 book 
folders and chart paper hang tags. It is a versatile 
lesson center in 1 compact footprint.

Royal® Reading Writing Center (RC105)
This easel is an essential teaching tool. 
It includes a rear removable whiteboard that 
is double-sided (lined on one side), a Big Book 
rack, 4 slide-out storage tubs, Tiny Tubs for 
markers and 2 foot-activated brakes.

2-in-1 Royal® Teaching Easel with 
Portable Whiteboard (RC2IN1)
This new take on a classroom favorite 
has all the useful features that educators 
need in a teaching easel, but with more 
flexibility, by having a removable whiteboard.

“I’ve had the easel for so long I cannot even remember. Likely going on 8-10 years. It is still in great shape! It is so 
handy that the whiteboard/magnetic board is on the same unit as the chart paper stand. Multipurpose for sure. 
My favourite aspect is the buckets that I can use to store my teaching supplies. Everything I need for the day is 
right at the carpet with me and the kids.”

S. Iredale, Grade 1 teacher, Avon Public School, Stratford, ON

Check out the easel comparison video!

More features
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http://www.copernicused.com/product/rc200/premium-royal-reading-writing-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/rc200/premium-royal-reading-writing-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/rc105/royal-reading-writing-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/rc2in1/2-in-1%20royal%20teaching%20easel%20with%20portable%20whiteboard/rc2in1
http://www.copernicused.com/product/rc2in1/2-in-1%20royal%20teaching%20easel%20with%20portable%20whiteboard/rc2in1
http://www.youtube.com/embed/kRfNxB_ewFY


Classic combo

All of these easels are now available with 
our Classic or NEW Vibrant tub combo!

Classic Royal® Reading Writing 
Center (RC005 - shown RC005-VM)
This easel provides quick access to the 
tubs and includes a middle shelf to 
help keep everything organized. 
The rear removable whiteboard is 
double-sided (lined on one side). 

Regal™ Reading Writing Center 
(RC107 - shown RC107-VM)
This easel is very similar to the
 Royal® Reading Writing Center, 
but with a single-sided rear 
whiteboard and no middle shelf 
or Tiny Tubs.

Basic Reading Writing Center (RC201) 
The easel has the quality build of all our 
teaching centers, but is priced right for 
tight budgets. It includes 5 storage tubs, 
a Tiny Tub and chart paper hang tags.

More affordable

Vibrant combo

NEW!
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http://www.copernicused.com/product/rc005/classic-royal-reading-writing-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/rc005/classic-royal-reading-writing-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/rc107/regal-reading-writing-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/rc107/regal-reading-writing-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/rc201/basic-reading-writing-center


Inspiration Stations
Ideal for independent and group activities and with a pull 
out whiteboard, there’s even more space to collaborate! 
This product is designed to help keep the classroom neat 
and tidy and is intended for single classroom use (not 
meant to move room to room).

Premium Royal Inspiration Station (IS3) 

Ultra-Safe premium 
book ledge that locks 
into multiple positions

10 tubs for 
extensive storage

Top shelf for teacher 
storage

Chart paper hooks and 
telescoping hooks to
accommodate wide 
pocket charts

Standard Royal Inspiration Station (IS2)
This base model is the same as the 
Premium but with fewer storage tubs, 
no rear whiteboard and no enlarged
magnetic dry erase surface on the front.
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http://www.copernicused.com/product/is3/premium-royal-inspiration-station
http://www.copernicused.com/product/is2/standard-royal-inspiration-station


“The whiteboards being on an angle is a great feature because 
the kids can really practice their hand writing and it’s great for fine 

motor skills. The foot brakes make it a lot easier for me to put them 
on, take them off, move it around wherever I need it in the 

classroom. I find that the tub stops are a really good idea. It’s a 
safety feature that is important to have on a moveable cart.”

Front magnetic dry erase 
surface with slide-out 
board enlarges work 
area by 15” W

3” casters, 2 foot-activated 
brakes

Rear removable 
double-sided dry 
erase board with 
lines on one side

Melissa Downey, Grade 1, St. John Catholic School, Arthur, Ontario
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Early Childhood
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These products, built specifically for smaller, younger students, help students explore 
creativity and texture and build motor skills, all important in the early years.

Early Learning Station (ELS1)
This easel has a double-sided whiteboard, 1 side lined for 
students to practice their printing. It also includes a roll-up 
felt surface with corner ties and magnets to secure to the 
station. The frame folds easily for storage. 

Primary Teaching Easel (PTE78)
This easel has a rear removable felt board and an 
extra long front dry-erase board that measures 
40” H x 28” W to accommodate little learners. 

For a more sustainable option, check 
out our bamboo version on page 11.

http://www.copernicused.com/product/els1/early-learning-stati
http://www.copernicused.com/product/pte78/primary-teaching-easel


Double Sided Art Easel (PDR11)
The Double Sided Art Easel is a compact 
collaborative and creative sensory station. 
It has plenty of storage for materials and 
racks for drying artwork. It includes 
2 dry-erase painting surfaces 
(choose from 2 positions upon assembly),
10 built-in drying racks, 1 sliding Really 
Big Tub, 2 apron hooks, Large art paper 
clips and removable paint trays with 
spill-proof caps.

“The Double Sided Art Easel is 
great because everything is at 
the student’s level so they can 
be completely independent 
from start to finish. It is great for 
fine motor skills with the clips 
and containers.”
- Paula Kells, Kindergarten Teacher, Fergus, Ontario

Double Sided Art Easel Base Model (PDR05)
With 5 drying racks, removable paint trays 
and spill-proof caps on the paint pots,
keeping things clean and tidy is a cinch.
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NEW!

http://www.copernicused.com/product/pdr11/double-sided-art-easel
http://www.copernicused.com/product/pdr05/double-sided-art-easel-base-model


All grade levels  Indoor
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“I love the deluxe chart stand. I needed an easel with a small 
footprint and this fits the bill perfectly! The 2 bins at the 

bottom store everything I need for my whole group lessons, 
and the whiteboard is perfect for anchor charts and math 

examples. The ledge is just right for reading big books. I’ve used 
other easels in the past but once I found this one I knew 

I would love it forever. I’ve used it for about 5 years now and I 
will never give it up!”

- Jana Tutor, Teacher, Texas

These easels have functional and flexible features to accommodate a range of
grade levels, activities and price points.

Deluxe Chart Stand (CS700) 
These affordable chart stands are designed to be durable no matter where 
you are teaching. With a double-sided whiteboard, storage tubs, chart hooks, 
telescoping hooks for pocket charts and height-adjustable upon assembly 
— they are a flexible teaching tool! These models are designed for indoor use 
with 2” twin wheel casters, 2 locking. Pocket chart not included.

From this.......................to this!

Our paper pulp 
packaging (used on 
most of our easels) 
is easier to unbox 
and recycle.

http://www.copernicused.com/product/cs700/deluxe-chart-stand
http:///www.youtube.com/embed/HWaru8Kiaj0


Teacher Trolley (LLS100)
Resource teachers love this trolley. 
With storage, a book ledge, and even 
a place for file folders, everything is 
ready to move!

Tabletop Easel (TTE100)
This portable easel with 1 side lined, 3 Tiny Tubs 
and a marker ledge can be set up anywhere and 
can also be used outdoors. Store inside.

Basic Chart Stand (BCS1)
This “no-frills” chart stand is ideal for 
tight budgets and is quick and easy to 
assemble. Tubs sold separately. 
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http://www.copernicused.com/product/lls100/leveled-literacy-system-teacher-trolley
https://www.copernicused.com/product/tte100/tabletop-easel
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bcs1/basic-chart-stand


All grade levels  Outdoor

Outdoor/Indoor Learning Center (OLC1)
This rugged cart supports a variety of outdoor activities and the large 
wheels and handles (similar to a wheelbarrow) make it easy to push over 
all sorts of terrain. The storage tubs and large rack hold up to 110 lbs! 
Store inside.

Whiteboards and storage are key components in indoor and outdoor classrooms and these 
easels and carts provide different combinations of both that support a range of grade levels 
and activities.

Complete Outdoor Classroom Cart 
(BC300-EXT)
This cart is designed to hold all the 
essentials for an outdoor classroom 
and with the heavy-duty casters, 
it’s easy to get everything moved 
outside. The Large Open Tubs store 
whiteboard slates, clipboards or other 
materials. There is a removable 
magnetic whiteboard on the back and 
the bottom racks hold seat cushions. 
Includes a hand sanitizer dispenser.
Store inside.
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http://www.copernicused.com/product/olc1/outdoor-indoor-learning-center
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bc300-ext/complete-outdoor-classroom
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bc300-ext/complete-outdoor-classroom


Outdoor Deluxe Chart Stand (CS700-EXT)
This stand is built just like our popular 
indoor version, but with large 5” casters, 
2 locking, to make pushing over outdoor
terrain easier. It also includes a handy hand 
sanitizer dispenser.

2-in-1 Royal® Teaching Easel with 
Portable Whiteboard (RC2IN1)
This flexible easel can help with indoor 
and outdoor learning because it includes 
a Pack and Go Whiteboard that can be 
removed and taken anywhere!

Pack and Go Whiteboard Easel (PGW01)
This handy easel is lightweight, has a
comfortable shoulder strap for hands-free 
carrying, a marker pocket and a kickstand 
to set it up at an angle. The strap also
allows it to be hung portrait or landscape.
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Portable whiteboard from 
the 2-in-1 Royal® 

Teaching Easel (RC2IN1)

http://www.copernicused.com/product/cs700-ext/outdoor-deluxe-chart-stand
https://www.copernicused.com/product/rc2in1/2-in-1%20royal%20teaching%20easel%20with%20portable%20whiteboard/rc2in1
https://www.copernicused.com/product/rc2in1/2-in-1%20royal%20teaching%20easel%20with%20portable%20whiteboard/rc2in1
http://www.copernicused.com/product/pgw01/pack-and-go-whiteboard-easel


Metal Storage
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A place for everything and everything in its place. In many classrooms 
and makerspaces, that may sound like a dream-come-true, particularly 
at the end of a busy day - but there’s hope! The first step in improving 
organization is finding the right storage solution.

Our flexible and mobile options make cleaning up easier. With different 
tub combinations and sizes to hold all sorts of “stuff,” our carts and tubs 
will be a welcome addition.
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Pick your solution 

Book Browser Carts 
with 9 tubs

Small  Book Browser Cart
with Deluxe Tub Pack 

Deluxe Book Browser
Cart with 9 tubs

Book Browser Cart with
Deluxe Tub Pack

Small Book Browser
Carts with 6 tubs

Book Browser Cart 
with 18 tubs

Deluxe Book Browser
Cart with 18 tubs

Devices returning uncharged 
from home?

 
Tech Tub is an easy-to-use in-class 

charging station. Learn more.

Tech Tub®

In-class storage 
Single classroom use with 
multi-purpose storage

10 tub colors to choose from!

Storage Tubs Storage Tubs Clear
Lids 

Manipulatives Cleaning Tub

What kind of storage is needed? 
Storage for manipulatives, crafts, 
books or technology?  1 2How is the storage cart 

used? Within a classroom, 
throughout a school or 
outdoors?
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http://www.copernicused.com/products/storage/literacy-classroom/book-browser-carts
http://www.copernicused.com/products/storage/literacy-classroom/book-browser-carts
http://www.copernicused.com/products/storage/literacy-classroom/book-browser-carts
http://www.copernicused.com/products/storage/literacy-classroom/book-browser-carts
http://www.copernicused.com/products/storage/literacy-classroom/book-browser-carts
http://www.copernicused.com/products/storage/literacy-classroom/book-browser-carts
http://www.copernicused.com/products/storage/literacy-classroom/book-browser-carts
http://www.copernicused.com/products/storage/literacy-classroom/book-browser-carts
http://www.copernicused.com/products/storage/literacy-classroom/book-browser-carts
http://www.copernicused.com/products/storage/literacy-classroom/book-browser-carts
http://www.copernicused.com/products/storage/literacy-classroom/book-browser-carts
http://www.copernicused.com/products/storage/literacy-classroom/book-browser-carts
http://www.copernicused.com/products/storage/literacy-classroom/book-browser-carts
http://www.copernicused.com/products/storage/literacy-classroom/book-browser-carts
https://www.copernicused.com/products/storage/literacy-classroom/book-browser-carts
http://www.copernicused.com/products/storage/tubs-clips-bags/storage-tubs
http://www.copernicused.com/products/lids
http://www.copernicused.com/products/lids
http://www.copernicused.com/product/san-tub1/manipulative-cleaning-tub-kit


In-class or throughout a school Gym / Outdoor classroom

STEM/STEAM Arts or Crafts

NEW!

NEW!
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Library on Wheels™
(LW430)

Library on Wheels™ with 
18 Small Tubs (LW430-18)

Phys Ed Cart (BC300) Outdoor Classroom
Cart (BC300-EXT)

Spring Loaded Paint
Drying Rack
(PDR20KD)

Double Sided Drying Rack
(PDR40)

Wall Mount Drying
Rack (PDR21)

Outdoor Acrylic
Art Easel (PE4-EXT)

3D Printer Carts STEM Storage Cart (LWSTEM)

Multi-Purpose Cart 
with Blue & Yellow 

Tubs (CC005-9-WBY)

Clear STEM Storage Cart
(BB005-9-C)

http://www.copernicused.com/product/lw430/library-on-wheels
http://www.copernicused.com/product/lw430/library-on-wheels
http://www.copernicused.com/product/lw430-18/library-on-wheels-with-18-small-tubs
http://www.copernicused.com/product/lw430-18/library-on-wheels-with-18-small-tubs
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bc300/phys-ed-cart
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bc300-ext/complete-outdoor-classroom
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bc300-ext/complete-outdoor-classroom
https://www.copernicused.com/product/pdr20kd/spring-loaded-paint-drying-rack
https://www.copernicused.com/product/pdr40/double-sided-drying-rack
https://www.copernicused.com/product/pdr21/wall-mount-drying-rack
https://www.copernicused.com/product/pe4-ext/outdoor-acrylic-art-easel
https://www.copernicused.com/products/mobile-devices/stem-and-3d-printing
https://www.copernicused.com/product/lwstem/stem-storage-cart
https://www.copernicused.com/product/cc005-9-wby/multi-purpose-cart-with-blue-yellow-tubs
https://www.copernicused.com/product/bb005-9-c/clear-stem-storage-cart


100% Recycled post-consumer 
plastic tub combo

(BB005-9-RCY)

Vibrant cool tub combo  
(BB005-9-VC)

Vibrant warm tub combo 
(BB005-9-VW)

Vibrant mixed tub combo  
(BB005-9-VM)

Classic tub combo (BB005-9) Classic tub combo (BB005-18) Deluxe model with classic tub 
combo (BB005-9-1)

Deluxe model with classic 
tub combo (BB005-18-1)

Book Browser Carts

Small Book 
Browser Carts

These durable carts make the perfect in-class storage solution, where students can help themselves to a book. 
Casters lock to keep the cart safely in place. They are also useful for color coding Lego and anything else you can think of.

Vibrant cool tub combo 
(BB008-6-VC)

Vibrant warm tub combo 
(BB008-6-VW)

Vibrant mixed tub 
combo (BB008-6-VM)

Deluxe tub pack 
(BB008-DTP)

Our most sustainable tub choice

Check out our storage cart video!
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https://www.copernicused.com/product/bb005-9-rcy/book%20browser%20cart%20with%20recycled%20plastic%20tubs/bb005-9-rcy
https://www.copernicused.com/product/bb005-9/leveled-reading-book-browser-9
https://www.copernicused.com/product/bb005-9/leveled-reading-book-browser-9
https://www.copernicused.com/product/bb005-9/leveled-reading-book-browser-9
https://www.copernicused.com/product/bb005-9/leveled-reading-book-browser-9
https://www.copernicused.com/product/bb005-18/leveled-reading-book-browser-18
https://www.copernicused.com/product/bb005-9-1/deluxe-leveled-reading-book-browser-9
https://www.copernicused.com/product/bb005-18-1/deluxe-leveled-reading-book-browser-18
https://www.copernicused.com/product/bb008-6/small%20book%20browser%20cart/bb008-6
https://www.copernicused.com/product/bb008-6/small%20book%20browser%20cart/bb008-6
https://www.copernicused.com/product/bb008-6/small%20book%20browser%20cart/bb008-6
https://www.copernicused.com/product/bb008-dtp/smalbook%20browser%20cart%20with%20deluxe%20tub%20pack/bb008-dtp
http://www.youtube.com/embed/gVl6Trpz174


Deluxe tub pack
(BB005-DTP)

“I just love my cart! It was a great 
way for me to organize additional 

books and student resources in my 
classroom. It is very sturdy.

It allows my students (and myself ) 
to find things easily.  It looks GREAT 

in my classroom!”
-Deedee Wills, Kindergarten Teacher, Colorado 

The Deluxe Tub Pack model 
includes 6 Large Open Tubs, 4 Small 
Divided Tubs, and 18 Tiny Tubs
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For more sustainable 
options, check out our 
bamboo versions on 
pages 15-16.

https://www.copernicused.com/product/bb005-dtp/book%20browser%20cart%20with%20deluxe%20tub%20pack/bb005-dtp


Library on Wheels
These carts are built with super strong, 1” tubing and large 5” casters (2 locking) to ensure large quantities of 
books or materials (up to 90 lbs) can be loaded up and moved throughout a school. The handy adhesive name 
pockets also help organize books alphabetically or by grade level.

Library on Wheels™ with 9 tubs 
(LW430)

Adhesive name pockets for tubs 
to help keep everything in order

Library on Wheels™ with 18 tubs 
(LW430-18)

A lid allows the tubs to be stacked and helps 
keep things tidy. The hinge eliminates the 
need to remove the lid when accessing 
materials inside, so no missing lids!

Option available with 9 tub cart (LW430-L)

Check out the storage cart video!
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https://www.copernicused.com/product/lw430/library-on-wheels
https://www.copernicused.com/product/lw430-18/library-on-wheels-with-18-small-tubs
https://www.copernicused.com/product/lw430-l/library%20on%20wheels%20with%20lids/lw430-l
http://www.youtube.com/embed/5q9t_jKtqP4
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Storage 
Tubs 

A lid allows the tubs to be stacked and helps 
keep things tidy. The hinge eliminates the 

need to remove the lid when accessing 
materials inside, so no missing lids!
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Types of plastics we use

Large Open Tub 
(CC4068)

Manipulative Cleaning Tub 
(mesh bottom tub only) 

(SAN-CC4068)

Small Divided Book Tub 
(CC4071)

Large Divided Tub Clear 
(CC4069-C)

Large Open Tub Clear 
(CC4068-C)

Small Open Tub Clear 
(CC4070-C)

Small Open Tub 
(CC4070)

Tiny Tub 
(Not sold individually)

Really Big Tub 
(CC4073)

Large Open Tub in Black 
(CC4068-RCY) 

Large Divided Tub 
(CC4069)

The most environmentally-friendly 
choice — made with 100% 

post-consumer plastic

Stubby Tubby 
(CC4074) 

Post-consumer plastic
This is plastic that you’ve thrown 
away in your blue box. Surprisingly, 
blue box items are often destined for 
the landfill, so this is the best type 
of plastic to recycle into products.

Post-industrial plastic (aka pre-consumer)
This type of plastic is leftover from manufacturing.
This ensures nothing is wasted; however
it is made of virgin material to begin with.

Virgin (new) plastic
This plastic has no recycled content and 
uses the most resources from the earth.

Available with see-through lids
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https://www.copernicused.com/product/cc4068/royal-large-open-tubs
https://www.copernicused.com/product/san-cc4068/manipulative-cleaning-tub-mesh-bottom-tub-only
https://www.copernicused.com/product/cc4071/small-divided-book-tub
https://www.copernicused.com/product/cc4069-c/large%20divided%20tub%20-%20clear/cc4069-c
https://www.copernicused.com/product/cc4068-c/large%20open%20tub-%20clear/cc4068-c
https://www.copernicused.com/product/cc4070-c/small%20open%20tub%20-%20clear/cc4070-c
https://www.copernicused.com/product/cc4070/royal-small-open-tubs
https://www.copernicused.com/product/cc4073/royal-really-big-tub
http://www.copernicused.com/product/cc4068-rcy/100%20percent%20recycled%20plastic%20large%20open%20tub/cc4068-rcy
https://www.copernicused.com/product/cc4069/royal-large-divided-tubs
https://www.copernicused.com/product/cc4074/royal-stubby-tubby


The Tech Tub® Advantage         
Are your students taking their devices home at the end of the day? It’s inevitable, devices will return from home 
uncharged at some point and classrooms without a charging solution will have bottlenecks at the power outlets. 
Tech Tub is a student-led device management system for charging, storing and locking up devices. Tech tubs can 
be placed anywhere in a school.

“Tech Tubs have provided our district with an alternative to traditional laptop and tablet carts.  
They provide store and charge options for our classrooms which use technology in innovative and 
engaging ways that extend beyond whole-class instruction, like the blended learning station-rotation 
model or other small-group integrated learning environments. “
Luke S. Bilger, Technology Program Specialist, The School District of Philadelphia, Office of Educational Technology, Philadelphia, PA

1 2
Supports small groups and sharing models
Many schools are considering smaller class 
sizes and different configurations. Tech Tubs 
can adapt to almost any setup.

Reduces deployment bottlenecks
Placing tubs around the classroom allows more distance between 
students and reduces deployment bottlenecks. A large charging 
cart can’t provide the same options.
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3
Future-proofing for remote learning deployments: A typical charging cart can’t do this.

The CDC suggests that schools be ready for future viral outbreaks. If remote learning deployments 
are required due to a sudden outbreak, our Tech Tubs are easy to move to distribute devices. 
Dealing with cords is always a pain, but Tech Tubs are easy to uncable. 
No tools are required and there are no back panels to take off, like some carts on the market.

During the COVID pandemic, some tech directors loaded up their vehicles with Tech Tubs from their 
school and delivered Chromebooks door-to-door. Individual Tech Tubs can be unclipped from our 
Modular Carts and easily transported (unlike large charging carts).
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http://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/index.html


The Tech Tub2® Family         
Affordable
Tech Tubs offer a direct alternative to high
cost, heavy, oversized tech storage and
charging carts. Tubs are sold individually,
allowing schools to “grow their technology”
at a pace that supports their device budgets.

Flexible
Tech Tubs can store, charge and sync Apple® 
devices, most 11” Chromebooks™ and other tablets with 
or without cases and can be placed around a classroom 
to ease deployment bottlenecks.

Mobile
Tech Tubs can be purchased individually
and carried throughout a school or
incorporated into Trolleys and Modular
Cart configurations.

Tech Tub2® 
- holds 6 devices (FTT700)

Tech Tub2® Modular Cart
- holds 24 devices (FTT724)

Tech Tub2® Trolley
- holds 6 devices (FTT732)

Tech Tub2® 
- holds 10 devices (FTT1100)

Tech Tub2® Trolley
- holds 6 devices (FTT706)

Tech Tub2® Trolley 
- holds 10 devices (FTT2010)
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http://www.copernicused.com/product/ftt700/tech-tub-2-holds-6-devices
http://www.copernicused.com/product/ftt724/tech-tub2-modular-cart-with-4-tech-tub-holds-24-devices
http://www.copernicused.com/product/ftt732/tech-tub2-modular-cart-with-tech-tub-holds-32-devices
http://www.copernicused.com/product/ftt1100/tech-tub-2-holds-10-devices
http://www.copernicused.com/product/ftt706/tech-tub-2-trolley-with-tech-tub-holds-6-devices
http://www.copernicused.com/product/ftt2010/tech-tub-2-trolley-with-1-tech-tub-holds-10-devices


“I’ve used Tech Tubs® from Copernicus for years to manage 
Kindles, Chromebooks™ and iPads®. Whatever plan our 

district implements, we know that Tech Tubs® will assist us 
in managing devices in a way that can accommodate a 

variety of scenarios because of how adaptable they are.”

- Jessica Meacham, Elementary STEAM Teacher, 
Southern Door County School District, WI @jessicameacham
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STEM/STEAM 3D Printer Carts

3D Printer Cart Premium Model 
with Tub Pack 2 (TD5001)

3D Printer Cart Base Model 
with Tub Pack 2 (TD5003)

3D Printer Cart Premium Model 
with Tub Pack 1 (TD5000)

3D Printer Cart Base Model 
with Tub Pack 1 (TD5002)

These new 3D Printer Carts are ideal when you don’t need a laptop 
tray (like our premium models) because they use a desktop 
computer or work wirelessly.

These sturdy carts make sharing a 3D printer throughout a school
easier. Our premium models have a slide-out laptop tray and
2 different storage configurations.

Check out the video!

The Original Tech Tub® Base model is a compact
compact solution designed to store makerspace materials 
such as robots, littleBits™ and tools simply by adding your 
own padlock. Made from highly durable, heat resistant 
ABS plastic and vented to ensure airflow, Tech Tubs®
are secure, mobile and lightweight.
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http://www.copernicused.com/product/td5001/3d%20printer%20cart%20premium%20model%20with%20tub%20pack%202
http://www.copernicused.com/product/td5003/3d%20printer%20cart%20base%20model%20with%20tub%20pack%202/td5003
http://www.copernicused.com/product/td5000/3d%20printer%20cart%20premium%20model%20with%20tub%20pack%201
http://www.copernicused.com/product/td5002/3d%20printer%20cart%20base%20model%20with%20tub%20pack%201/td5002
http://www.copernicused.com/product/tec57/tech-tub-base
http://www.youtube.com/embed/1qizAkMFB7Q


STEM Storage Cart (LWSTEM)
This sturdy cart includes 23 tubs for 
materials, robotics and manipulatives. 
The tubs aid in color coding and can 
be removed from the cart. 
The removable, dry erase board is 
perfect for collaboration and 
sketching out ideas.

Multi-Purpose Cart 
(CC005-9-WBY)
This cart includes 9 Large Open Tubs 
to hold just about anything; 
books, manipulatives, maker 
materials and tools.

Clear STEM Storage Cart 
(BB005-9-C)
The 3 clear Large Divided 
Tubs and 6 Large Open Tubs 
keep manipulatives organized 
and make it easier to see what 
is in each tub. Also available 
with lids (BB005-9-C-L).

STEM/STEAM  
Arts & Crafts 
Storage
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http://www.copernicused.com/product/lwstem/stem-storage-cart
http://www.copernicused.com/product/cc005-9-wby/multi-purpose-cart-with-blue-yellow-tubs
http://www.copernicused.com/product/cc005-9-wby/multi-purpose-cart-with-blue-yellow-tubs
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bb005-9-c/clear-stem-storage-cart
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bb005-9-c/clear-stem-storage-cart


Spring Loaded Paint Drying Rack (PDR20KD)
This rack is perfect for drying the masterpieces of 
budding artists and includes many useful features 
including 20 spring-loaded racks and spacers that 
can be personalized with name labels and more!

Double Sided Drying Rack (PDR40)
This portable drying rack is designed to sit on a 
counter or tabletop and includes 40 drying racks.

Wall Mount Drying Rack (PDR21) 
When space is an issue, use this wall mounted art 
drying rack to protect and dry artwork. It includes 
20 drying racks. 

40 racks

20 racks

20 racks
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For more sustainable options, check 
out our bamboo versions on pages 15-16.

For a more sustainable 
option, check 

out our bamboo 
version on page 20.

http://www.copernicused.com/product/pdr20kd/spring-loaded-paint-drying-rack
http://www.copernicused.com/product/pdr40/double-sided-drying-rack
http://www.copernicused.com/product/pdr21/wall-mount-drying-rack


Outdoor Classrooms

Phys Ed Cart (BC300)
Durable and lightweight, this cart organizes 
all kinds of gym-related gear from basketballs 
to yoga mats. Store inside.

Complete Outdoor Classroom Cart (BC300-EXT)
This cart is designed to hold all the essentials for
an outdoor classroom and with the heavy-duty
casters it is easy to get everything moved outside.
The Large Open Tubs store whiteboard slates,
clipboards or other materials. There is a removable
magnetic whiteboard on the back and the bottom
racks hold seat cushions. There’s even a hand
sanitizer dispenser attached to the frame! Cushions,
slates and sanitizer not included. Store inside.

Many schools are using outdoor spaces for lessons, but getting everything outside in one trip can
be a challenge. These durable carts make it easier to teach outside and can support the diversity of
activities happening in outdoor classrooms.

Real & Ready Blog: Stories from the classroom
Read our post on outdoor classrooms for quick tips on how to 
use the outdoors to teach your students, set up your outdoor 
space and other free resources.

Outdoor Lumber
Furniture
Low carbon footprint
options

Outdoor Mud Kitchen (MK100)
This children’s Outdoor Mud Kitchen is made
with recycled plastic lumber that can withstand the
elements and can be conveniently placed wherever
children play. It requires no maintenance and is very
durable with a long lifecycle because it does not rot or
splinter (like some woods) or rust (like metal). The sink
is made with our Large Open Tub and can be easily
removed for cleaning or other play activities.

Why recycled plastic lumber?
Recycled plastic lumber is a sustainable product
because it is made using materials that would have
otherwise gone to the landfill.

See full catalog

Made with the 
equivalent 

of 5,869 
plastic bags
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http://www.copernicused.com/product/bc300/phys-ed-cart
http://www.copernicused.com/product/bc300-ext/complete-outdoor-classroom
http://www.copernicused.com/realandreadystories
http://www.copernicused.com/realandreadystories
http://www.copernicused.com/product/mk100/outdoor-mud-kitchen
https://issuu.com/copernicused/docs/copernicus_outdoor_furniture?fr=sMGVmYTc1ODI5Nw


Outdoor Acrylic Art Easel (PE4-EXT)
This new painting easel has a durable frame made with 100% recycled plastic lumber
that can withstand the elements. It requires no maintenance and doesn’t rot or
splinter (like some woods) or rust (like metal). The double-sided painting surface
is made of ¼” hardened acrylic board and includes a removable paint tray with
6 spill-proof caps to keep the paint fresh for future use. The paint pots are
accessible from both sides, allowing for space for 2 budding artists to create.
Note: Paint pots should be brought inside after each use.

NEW!
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http://www.copernicused.com/product/pe4-ext/outdoor-acrylic-art-easel
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